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The Research Purpose is to single out epistemological characteristics of steps of appointing and conducting forensic veterinary examination and to reveal their procedural significance for pre-trial investigation and trial of cases concerning animals. It has been proven that these steps differ by subject, purpose, methods and include their own components: 1) preparation of materials and appointment of forensic veterinary examination (adopting a decision on forensic examination appointment; singling out forensic examination subject; defining forensic examination category according to procedural features; order of its performance, choosing time for its conduct; preparing source information; obtaining objects for subsequent research; selection of the conducting subject; issuance of a procedural document on forensic examination appointment and the accused’s (suspect, defendant) familiarization with its content; determining feasibility of the presence of process participants while forensic examination; sending the procedural document on forensic examination appointment and research objects to the conducting subject; interaction between subjects involved in appointment and conduct of forensic examination); 2) carrying out research by a forensic expert using specific veterinary expertise; 3) research, evaluation and verification of the expert conclusion (seeking clarifications from a forensic expert
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or interrogating him/her in court; appointment of additional examination or re-examination (if needed); acquainting the parties with the expert conclusion). The research methodological basis is the systematic approach (general scientific and special scientific methods).
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**Research Problem Formulation**

The most complete and well-developed procedural form of applying specific expertise in court proceedings is forensic examination, as rightly stressed by S. F. Briukhan. The significance of forensic examination lies in the fact that it provides judiciary with research findings on any proceedings (cases), and is also one of the means of ensuring human rights and freedoms.

In scientific sources, emphasis is made on the issue of appointing and conducting forensic examinations, especially on the development of the modern theoretical framework of forensic expert activity in Ukraine, in particular under globalization conditions.

As the expert conclusion is a source of evidence (oftentimes: the most vital), postponing appointment of a forensic examination delays the pre-trial investigation and may lead to the closure of a criminal proceeding without achieving appropriate outcomes.

In particular, the reform of forensic expert activity in Ukraine was reflected in the introduction of new types of forensic examinations, one of which is forensic veterinary examination. Currently, the latter is being actively developed by specialists of National Scientific Center «Hon. Prof. M. S. Bokarius Forensic Science Institute» of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine (hereinafter referred to as NSC «Hon. Prof. M. S. Bokarius FSI»). Kharkiv Scientific School of Forensic Veterinarians develops its own theoretical framework,
methodology and praxeology. At the same time, the issue of developing and substantiating the stages of material preparation by an authorized person (body) for appointment and conduct of forensic examination, specifically forensic veterinary examination, has been addressed since this stage is of primary importance for criminal procedure, processes in other areas of law, theory and practice forensic science.

Therefore, a proper understanding of procedural significance of material preparation stages when it comes to appointing and conducting forensic veterinary examination is vital for a clear and substantiated determination of grounds for appointment and conduct of such forensic examination, as well as for ensuring correct implementation of the legal norms of this procedure.

Analysis of Essential Researches and Publications

Forensic veterinary examination is a means of providing evidence and powerful tools for asserting the truth in court proceedings of both Ukraine and foreign countries in cases involving animals, concerning: cruel treatment; violation of animal welfare...
conditions \(^1\); traffic collisions \(^{11}\); thefts \(^{12}\); sudden death \(^{13}\); deliberate poisoning \(^{14}\) and starvation \(^{15}\); deaths \(^{16}\); electric shock \(^{17}\); drowning \(^{18}\); infliction of injuries \(^{19}\),
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mutilations\textsuperscript{20}, gunshot injuries\textsuperscript{21} and injuries of the musculoskeletal system and internal organs\textsuperscript{22}, etc.

The majority of researchers, including the author of this research paper, analyzed the issue of appointment and conduct of forensic examinations\textsuperscript{23}. Certainly, their achievements contributed to resolution of certain issues, although particular issues have not been duly addressed by researchers to date.

Many Ukrainian theoreticians and practitioners have devoted their research to procedural issues of appointing various types of forensic examinations, namely:

S. F. Briukhan\textsuperscript{24} (preparation of materials during appointment of forensic handwriting examinations: the algorithm of actions of an authorized person carrying out pre-trial investigation); O. V. Hladilina\textsuperscript{25} (forensic medical examinations during investigation of intentional homicides; interaction of pre-trial investigation agencies with state specialized forensic medicine institutions); S. O. Ivanyak\textsuperscript{26} (forensic trace evidence analyses); M. H. Polishchuk\textsuperscript{27} (forensic examination as a form of specific expertise application in civil procedure); M. H. Scherbakovskiy\textsuperscript{28}, E. B. Simakova-Yefremian\textsuperscript{29}, Ye. I. Makarenko\textsuperscript{30}, A. M. Lazebnyi and I. I. Bozhuk\textsuperscript{31} (forensic experts in a criminal proceeding);
R. L. Stepaniuk and V. V. Ionova (forensic molecular genetic examination at the stage of pre-trial investigation).

As a result, when the steps of appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination lack epistemological characteristic and procedural significance, it negatively affects the practice of conducting forensic veterinary examination, leading to unjustified refusals to perform it, its substitution with alternative procedural actions, and asking questions that exceed the forensic expert’s competence, etc.

**Article Purpose**

To single out epistemological characteristics of the steps of appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination and to reveal their procedural significance for pre-trial investigation and trial of cases related to offenses against life and health of animals.

**Research Methods**

The research methodological basis is a systematic approach conditioned by the specifics of the discussed topic and associated with the use of general scientific and special scientific methods, including:

- **formal and logical**: to organize the algorithm of appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination;
- **logical and grammatical**: to clarify etymological content of the concept of steps of appointing and conducting forensic veterinary examination;
- **logical and legal**: to research and resolve problematic issues of legal norms;
- **system and structural**: to systematize and structure issues on the appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination;
- **modeling**: to forecast and develop issues of appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination, as well as outline ways of its improvement.

**Main Content Presentation**

The regulatory and legal framework governing the procedure for forensic examination appointment, in particular forensic veterinary examination, is the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine, Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine, Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine, Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine,

---


35 Господарський процесуальний кодекс України від 06.11.1991 р. № 1798-XII (зі змін. та допов.). URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1798-12#Text (date accessed: 02.03.2023).

Law of Ukraine On Judicial Examination (hereinafter referred to as the specialized law) 37, Instructions on the Appointment and Conduct of Forensic Examinations and Expert Research (hereinafter referred to as Instructions No. 1) 38, Instructions on the Peculiarities of Carrying Out Forensic Expert Activity by Certified Forensic Experts Who Do Not Work in State Specialized Forensic Science Institutions (hereinafter referred to as Instructions No. 2) 39, Scientific and Methodological Guidelines on the Preparation and Appointment of Forensic Examinations and Expert Research (hereinafter referred to as the specialized SMGs) 40.

It is appropriate to note that we fully share the scientific position expressed by Yu. I. Azarov 41 as to the need to replace special terms used in the current legislation of Ukraine on forensic expert activity. Specifically, the author suggests replacing the term examination with forensic examination, the term expert with forensic expert, and the term expert conclusion with forensic expert conclusion.

Such a principled approach will define a specific field of expert activity: forensic, and not any other.

As is known, appointment of forensic examination at the pre-trial investigation stage is a procedural action of an authorized person (public prosecutor, investigator, inquiring officer) or investigating judge to establish factual data and circumstances with the help of specific expertise. Appointment and conduct of forensic examination in criminal proceedings is possible only after the opening of a criminal proceeding and the drawing up of a procedural document on its appointment by the authorized person (body). In other types of court proceedings: after the conclusion of a contract with a private forensic expert or a forensic science institution at the written request of a person (clause 1.8 of Section I of Instructions No. 1 42) or upon issuance of the court ruling if the examination was appointed by the court (Arts. 103–104 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 43).

The grounds for appointing forensic examination in a criminal proceeding

38 Інструкція про призначення та проведення судових експертиз та експертних досліджень : затв. наказом Мін'юсту України від 08.10.1998 р. № 53/5 (зі змін. та допов.). URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0705-98#Text (date accessed: 02.03.2023).
40 Науково-методичні рекомендації з питань підготовки та призначення судових експертиз та експертних досліджень : затв. наказом Мін'юсту України від 08.10.1998 р. № 53/5 (зі змін. та допов.). URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0705-98#Text (date accessed: 02.03.2023).
42 Інструкція про призначення та проведення .... URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0705-98#Text (date accessed: 25.03.2023).
are a decision of the authorized person conducting pre-trial investigation, availability of motions from the participants in criminal procedure, the legal norm that emphasizes the need for forensic examination appointment, recommendations from special forensic methodologies related to investigating certain types of offenses. A procedural document issued by the authorized person (body) on the appointment of forensic examination (the judgment of the investigating judge or the ruling of the public prosecutor, investigator, inquiring officer (at the stage of pre-trial investigation) or court (at the stage of judicial investigation)) initiates procedural relations between the subjects involved in appointment and conduct of forensic examination. Organizational, control functions and functions related to procurement of forensic examination are assigned to the head of an institution in which it is performed (clauses 1.10 and 1.11 of Section I of Instructions No. 144).

The basis for appointing forensic veterinary examination is the need to incorporate specific veterinary expertise. In each specific case, these circumstances are determined by the authorized person (body) who appoints forensic veterinary examination or involves a forensic expert.

In the light of the above, it should be emphasized that the need to carry out forensic veterinary examination arises when it is necessary to carry out research using specific scientific expertise in veterinary medicine in order to clarify circumstances essential for a case; when there is a doubt about veracity of data obtained in the course of investigation; when it is vital to check the version put forth by an authorized person who conducts pre-trial investigation. Let’s stress that there is no need to appoint forensic veterinary examination if factual data and circumstances of an offense can be established quite effectively by conducting other investigative actions: interrogation, inspection, search, etc. However, such situations do not take place often.

The process of appointing and conducting forensic veterinary examination, as well as any other forensic examination, consists of three steps (see Fig. 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps of appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) preparation of materials and appointment of forensic veterinary examination (involvement of a forensic expert) by an authorized person (body)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) performing research by a forensic expert using specific veterinary expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) research, evaluation and verification of the forensic expert conclusion by the authorized person (body) who appointed forensic veterinary examination or involved a forensic expert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Steps of appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination

Please note that the outlined steps differ in subject, purpose, and methods. Additionally, each of the stages has its own components. Let’s describe each of them.

According to the right opinion of M. H. Shcherbakovskyi, preparation of materials for forensic examination appointment is a system of procedural, organizational, tactical and technical actions for collection, preparation and registration of forensic research objects needed for

44 Інструкція про призначення та проведення ... . URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/ z0705-98#Text (date accessed: 25.03.2023).
forensic examination. As stated by the author of this research, the specialist (expert) who is involved in the investigation by an authorized person (body) is of particular importance for forensic veterinary examination preparation. Most frequently, this is scene inspection or inspection of a place where the animal carcass was found.

A favorable situation for a specialist's participation in investigative actions is as follows: first, the specialist purposefully helps the authorized person conducting the pre-trial investigation in a proper seizure of various material sources of information since it is a specialist who possesses knowledge about features of objects and about essential possibilities of conducting subsequent forensic veterinary examination; secondly, the specialist is able to examine not individual objects and traces artificially isolated from the environment in which they were found for research in laboratory conditions, but the entire set of these traces, which form a comprehensive understanding of a crime event. For example, a description of distinguishing features of a corpse (species, sex, age, breed), evaluation of body, indicating a posture and arrangement of various body parts of the animal carcass, establishing cadaveric phenomena (corpse cooling, rigor mortis, livor mortis, cadaveric dessication, autolysis, putrefactive changes); description of the condition of the skin and its derivatives, individual parts of the body and organs accessible for inspection from the outside; finding out localization and nature of injuries, existence of blood-like traces and other layers on the animal's corpse and on other objects found at the scene; deathbed description. In light of the above, the peculiarity of trace evidence is that it can be studied as an independent, holistic formation within the diverse system of system-structural connections.

I step. Preparation of materials and appointment of forensic veterinary examination (involvement of a forensic expert) by an authorized person (body)

The specifics of the first stage of appointing forensic veterinary examination is to investigate the event circumstances, put forward versions about the event, identify the physical source of information and address a task for the forensic veterinarian. This stage of preparation of materials and appointment of forensic veterinary examination includes stages, the list of which is provided in fig. 2.

Let's provide a more detailed description of each stage.

1. Adoption of a decision to appoint forensic veterinary examination by an authorized official

In order to make an informed decision regarding the necessity of conducting forensic veterinary examination within a criminal proceeding, as well as to determine its potential and effectiveness for pre-trial investigation of offenses, it is necessary to analyze an investigative situation, determine the mechanism of the offense, and identify the interacting objects.

### Stages of preparation of materials and forensic veterinary examination appointment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Adoption of a decision to appoint forensic veterinary examination by an authorized official</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Singling out a specific subject of forensic veterinary examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Determination of forensic veterinary examination category based on procedural features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Determining the order for appointing forensic veterinary examination along with other forensic examinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Choosing time for conducting forensic veterinary examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Preparation of source information, obtaining objects and samples for forensic veterinary examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Selection of the subject for conducting forensic veterinary examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Issuance of a procedural document on forensic veterinary examination appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Sending a procedural document on appointment of forensic veterinary examination, research objects and samples to the conducting subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Determining feasibility of the presence of participants in process during forensic veterinary examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Interaction between subjects involved in appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.** Stages of preparation of materials and forensic veterinary examination appointment

Based on personal experience in forensic veterinary examination, it should be noted that quite often the subjects responsible for appointing forensic examination are not sufficiently familiar with its procedure, especially investigators and inquiring officers who may be appointing it for the first time. Scientific and methodological guidelines have been developed and published to assist units of the National Police of Ukraine in providing information on peculiarities of appointing forensic veterinary examinations and organization of proving these facts in criminal proceedings.  

---

Forensic examinations are appointed for two primary reasons: firstly, based on direct provisions of the law, and secondly, when establishing factual data relevant to the case necessitates specific expertise application. It should be emphasized that assessing the cause of an animal’s death (for example, in cases of improper veterinary care) or determining harm inflicted on health (for instance, excessive presence of xenobiotics or any pathogens in feeds or feed additives, particularly those life-threatening to animals and capable of causing poisoning), or establishing the severity of harm inflicted on an animal’s health (such as physical injuries or mutilation) etc., cannot be accomplished by any means other than through conduct of forensic veterinary examination with the use of specific veterinary expertise.

However, in the current Criminal Procedure Code, there are no direct legal norms on mandatory conduct of forensic veterinary examination, unlike forensic medical examination (Part 2 of Article 242 of the Criminal Procedure Code), therefore we suggest amending Part 2 of Art. 242 Grounds for expert examination of the Criminal Procedure Code by adding paragraphs 7 and 8 of the following content:

“7) establishing the cause of an animal’s death;

8) ascertaining the severity of harm and the nature of physical injuries inflicted on the animal’s health.”

It worth noting that unjustified refusal by an authorized person to appoint forensic veterinary examination during pre-trial investigation may result in an incomplete examination of evidence, which in turn can lead to the return of a criminal proceeding for further investigation.

According to procedural legislation, forensic examination (in particular, forensic veterinary examination) is appointed upon the request of the parties to a criminal proceeding, as well as on behalf of the investigative judge, court, or authorized person conducting pre-trial investigation, in accordance with the requirements of Part 1 of Article 242 of the Criminal Procedure Code. The Criminal Procedure Code also regulates the procedure for involving a forensic expert (Article 243), consideration by the investigating judge of a motion to conduct forensic examination (Article 244), and conduct of forensic examination upon the court ruling (Article 332 of the Criminal Procedure Code).

The Civil Procedure Code stipulates: appointment of expert examination by the court (Article 103), passing of a ruling by the court on the appointment of an expert examination (Article 104), conducting an expert examination at the request of the case parties (Article 106), collection of materials for expert examination (Article 107).

The Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine envisages appointment of expert examination by the court (Article 99), a ruling on the appointment of examination (Article 100), conducting an


50 Кримінальний процесуальний кодекс ... . URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/4651-17#Text (date accessed: 25.03.2023).

51 Ibid.

52 Ibid.

53 Цивільний процесуальний кодекс ... . URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1618-15#Text (date accessed: 02.03.2023).
expert examination at the request of the case parties (Article 101), collection of materials for expert examination (Article 102) 54.

The Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine stipulates appointment of an expert examination by the court (Article 102), the court’s ruling on the appointment of an expert examination (Article 103), conducting an expert examination at the request of the case parties (Article 104), and collection of materials for expert examination (Article 105) 55.

Let us emphasize that the customer of forensic veterinary examination must specify in the motion specific questions to which a forensic veterinarian should provide answers. The subject responsible for appointing forensic veterinary examination shall approve the request of the participants in the process to order and conduct forensic examination when circumstances requiring expert analysis may be relevant to a criminal proceeding and cannot be established by other means (i.e., interrogation, search, etc.). If the motion on forensic veterinary examination appointment is wholly or partially rejected, the grounds for refusal must be justified.

2. Singling out a specific subject of forensic veterinary examination

The subject of forensic veterinary examination encompasses a set of factual data and circumstances in a proceeding (case) related to the harm inflicted on the health and life of an animal (in particular: the nature, mechanism, sequence, severity, injuries inflicted before or after death, and age of formation of physical injuries; occurrence and spread of diseases; cause of mutilation or death; defective provision of veterinary care; safety and quality of feeds and feed additives), which the forensic veterinarian determines using specific expertise in order to solve identification, diagnostic, and situational tasks 56.

Understanding the subject of forensic veterinary examination enables the subject of its appointment to:

- formulate questions that simultaneously serve as tasks assigned to the forensic expert for resolution;
- outline the range of factual data that should be established through expert means;
- provide the forensic science institution or private forensic expert only with those material objects that serve as physical data carriers (within the subject matter of a specific forensic veterinary examination or multidisciplinary forensic examination).

In practice, preference is given to the integrated approach: simultaneous consideration of multiple criteria allows for accurate identification of the subject of forensic veterinary examination and proper formulation of a clear set of questions that the forensic expert must address.

3. Determination of forensic veterinary examination category based on procedural features

The class, type and kind of forensic examination in accordance with its classification by specific expertise depend on the nature of a data carrier (provided for researching forensic examination object)
and the factual data and circumstances to be established (forensic examination subject) 57. The categories of forensic veterinary examination are also differentiated by procedural features: preliminary (main), additional, re-examination, commission, or multidisciplinary. Research on objects oftentimes necessitates the application of specific expertise from several scientific fields (for example, the establishment of species affiliation of skeletal bones or individual animal remains requires expertise from veterinary science, biology, and molecular genetics; cases involving poisoning: expertise from veterinary science, chemistry, and/or toxicology may be required). In such cases, multidisciplinary forensic examination is appointed (for example, forensic veterinary-biological, veterinary-molecular-genetic, veterinary-medical, or veterinary-trace evidence, etc.).

The subject of re-examination or additional forensic examination, in addition to providing the examination object(s), submits conclusions of previous examinations with all annexes, as well as additional materials related to forensic examination subject collected after a preliminary conclusion was provided. The procedural document on appointing forensic examination (involving a forensic expert) justifies reasons for such appointment (clause 3.3, Section III, Instructions No. 1 58). The expediency of such a procedure is confirmed by the author’s own practice as a forensic expert.

4. Determining the order for appointing forensic veterinary examination along with other forensic examinations

Forensic veterinary examination can be a component of a set of different forensic examinations related to the same object or group of objects, comprehensive research within a single forensic examination. From an epistemological perspective, these concepts are similar, but they have procedural differences, although they generally indicate an integrated approach to forensic examination subject.

In such a set, the authorized person conducting pre-trial investigation must determine the order of conducting forensic examinations: if the same objects need to undergo different expert researches; if results of one forensic examination will determine results of others; if application of destructive research methods to the object will significantly alter its properties and make it impossible (partially or completely) to conduct re-examination or other subsequent examinations. For example, to calculate damages in the case of bee mortality due to poisoning by chemicals (pesticides) of fields with nectar-bearing plants, it is necessary to first determine the cause of insects’ death. This can be achieved through expert research by establishing a cause-and-effect relationship between the presence of pesticides in their bodies and in the soil and plants. It is done through conducting a multidisciplinary forensic veterinary-toxicological examination and only later forensic economic examination may be appointed. If necessary, in conjunction with other forensic examinations in a criminal proceeding concerning the death of mammals, the following are performed: first, forensic veterinary examination (to determine the pathomorphological changes in the carcasses); forensic toxicological examination (to exclude poisoning as the cause of death) or forensic ballistic

57 Сімакова-Єфремян Е. Б. Теоретико-правові та методологічні засади комплексних судово-експертних досліджень: дис. ... д-ра юрид. наук. Харків, 2017. С. 71—90.
58 Інструкція про призначення та проведення .... URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0705-98#Text (date accessed: 02.03.2023).
examination (to determine the cause of death: gunshot or explosive trauma) and forensic merchandising examination (to calculate the value of dead animals) based on the results of previously conducted examinations. Due to the use of destructive methods (i.e., when dissecting the organs of an animal’s carcass, etc.) while forensic veterinary examination, it is customary to photograph (according to the rules of forensic photography) all research steps and include photographs as annexes to the expert conclusion.

5. Choosing time for conducting forensic veterinary examination

Criminal procedural legislation does not establish time limits for appointing any forensic examination, including forensic veterinary examination. This is the task of forensic examination appointing authority who considers the specific situation and tactical considerations (anticipated volume and nature of evidentiary information). The main priority is, on the one hand, the timely scheduling of forensic examinations in order to avoid delays in the investigation, and on the other hand, to prevent irreversible changes to objects of research. For example, in the animal’s carcass processes of autolysis and putrefaction develop within one day (during the late postmortem period) due to the action of rapidly multiplying microorganisms and enzymes in the tissues. As a result, organoleptic, physical, and chemical characteristics of the organs and tissues change, which can distort the assessment of macro- and microscopic features and lead to errors in forensic veterinary diagnosis as well as complicate determination of the mechanism of injury and time of death, etc. In addition, the complexity of research in forensic veterinary examination means that it takes a long time to carry out.

The subsequent (re-examination, additional) forensic veterinary examination can be hindered even by freezing because during the freezing and thawing process, crystals of the frozen liquid partially damage the tissues, leading to changes in tissue coloration and elasticity. As a result, specific features that could be pathognomonic for certain types of injuries or diseases that caused the animal’s death are significantly lost. What is more, freezing of the carcass of an animal which death resulted from poisoning can completely or partially destroy poison traces, making it difficult to detect it in organs and tissues even with the use of high-precision technical devices, thus preventing reaching an accurate conclusion as to the cause of the animal’s death.

Freezing of the carcass of an animal which death resulted from the action of a pathogenic agent, alters or destroys the pathomorphological picture, which prevents the correct establishment of a forensic veterinary diagnosis and provision of an expert conclusion in a probable form.

Any postmortem changes in an animal’s carcass, in the case of its cooling, freezing or deep-freezing, affect not only the expert evaluation and establishment of forensic veterinary diagnosis of fractures of skeleton bones, dislocations of joints, as well as rupture of muscles, ligaments, tendons, synovial bursas, internal organs, etc.

The most optimal solution (due to the inability to conduct forensic veterinary examination as quickly as possible) is to cool

---

59 An animal carcass is considered fresh within 24 hours at ambient temperature of +18 °C.
the animal carcass (0...+4°C) for a period of 2–3 days. If there is a need to preserve the animal carcass for a longer period, it should be frozen (at a temperature of 0...-2°C) or deep-frozen (at -8 °C). To temporarily store animal carcasses, it is necessary to establish refrigeration chambers (for example, in animal shelters, laboratories of the State Service of Ukraine for Food Safety and Consumer Protection, or forensic science institutions of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine), which can be accessed by authorized individuals or body conducting pre-trial investigations regarding offenses against animals. For example, specialists of the NSC «Hon. Prof. M. S. Bokarius FSI» perform forensic veterinary autopsy at the municipal utility Animal Treatment Center (the corpses of animals undergoing expert examination are temporarily stored there in a refrigerating chamber) according to the agreement between the institutions. The same applies to the immediate forensic veterinary examination of a living animal undergoing expert examination: as time passes, wounds heal, bruises disappear, and the morphology of scar tissue on the skin changes, which either makes it impossible to determine the time of injury formation or makes the expert conclusion more probable. If an immediate forensic veterinary examination is not possible, the authorized person (body) conducting pre-trial investigation may involve specialists in the relevant field of veterinary medicine who hold a specialist or master's level of education. These specialists provide information on the results of their examinations in a written advisory report with their personal signature, duly certified. It is worth noting that these specialists do not determine the severity of the harm inflicted on the animal’s health.

Therefore, the subject of forensic veterinary examination appointment should collect case materials as soon as possible, adopt a procedural document on forensic examination appointment and send them to the expert institution for execution.

It is necessary to appoint forensic veterinary examination as quickly as possible for several reasons. Firstly, conducting forensic examination and preparing the expert conclusion requires a certain amount of time, which is determined by research complexity. Another criterion for readiness of the authorized person or body to carry out forensic veterinary examination is collection of all necessary materials in full scope. Thus, if the object of the forensic veterinary examination is an animal carcass, the appointing subject must organize an inspection of the carcass at the scene with the participation of a forensic veterinarian and draw up a corresponding inspection report; if the animal that received veterinary care at a veterinary clinic is alive, then veterinary documents (medical history or medical card of the sick animal, etc.) should be collected and included in a criminal proceeding; if the object of forensic veterinary examination is feeds or feed additives: involve a specialist in veterinary medicine to examine them on-site, collect samples for laboratory analysis and package them.

6. Preparation of source information, obtaining objects and samples for forensic veterinary examination

This is an important procedural stage that significantly affects the quality of expert research and substantiation of the expert conclusion. All information sources needed for forensic veterinary examination appointment should be categorized as proce-
dural (judgment of the investigating judge or court, records of investigative actions, research objects, samples for comparative analysis, conclusions of the preliminary forensic veterinary examination, materials of a criminal proceeding [upon the motion of the forensic expert]: inspection records with annexes, records of physical evidence seizure of, etc.) and non-procedural (legal regulations and subordinate documents, standards, collections, literature sources, software products, etc.).


The question of the scope of information provided to the forensic veterinarian is carefully considered and determined on a case-by-case basis by the appointing authority. The forensic veterinarian also has

---

62 Кримінальний процесуальний кодекс ... . URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/4651-17#Text (date accessed: 02.03.2023).
63 Цивільний процесуальний кодекс ... . URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1618-15#Text (date accessed: 02.03.2023).
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the right to submit a motion for the provision of additional materials (para. 3 of cl. 2.1 of Sec. II of Instructions No. 1 75).

In accordance with para. 1 of cl. 2.1 of Section II of Instructions No. 1 76, the appointing subject of forensic veterinary examination shall provide the forensic expert with materials related to forensic examination subject (including records of investigations, veterinary documents, etc., containing factual information about the research object). The procedural document on forensic veterinary examination appointment (specifically the contract with a private forensic veterinarian or expert institution) must specify the list of objects provided for forensic examination. The customer of forensic veterinary examination is obliged to guarantee reliability of all materials submitted for forensic examination, eliminate any misinterpretations regarding the same objects, as well as prevent procedural failures during collection and fixation of evidence, violation of rules for handling physical evidence and its substitution. For example, the name of an animal undergoing examination, tattoo number, address where the animal was seized, etc., should not differ within a single document and across all documents provided to the forensic veterinarian for forensic examination. (Experience confirms that inaccuracies in these data, which investigators may make when appointing forensic veterinary examination, negatively impact the speed and effectiveness of forensic examination.)

Depending on the circumstances, materials for conducting forensic veterinary examination are submitted personally, by a courier, mail, directly from the place of their storage or location. During preparation of materials for conducting forensic veterinary examination, the authorized person or body conducting the pre-trial investigation must:

- define the scope of research objects: physical evidence;
- obtain comparison samples to solve identification tasks, including the involvement of a veterinary medicine expert, especially during inspection of the scene;
- clarify source data;
- to delineate the part of the criminal proceeding materials that is relevant for establishing the facts necessary to provide an objective, well-founded, accurate and truthful conclusion of the forensic expert.

We share the viewpoint of S. F. Brixuhan 77 that the level of professional knowledge and skills in the field of forensic science of a person (body) appointing forensic examination is important for preparation of materials and formulation of questions to the forensic expert.

The key to successful conduct of forensic veterinary examination and resolution of questions addressed to a forensic expert lies in the proper and qualitative collection of physical evidence. Additionally, the forensic expert is provided with case files which content depends on the questions posed for forensic examination.

Therefore, ensuring authenticity, completeness and quality of objects submitted for forensic examination falls within the competence of an authorized person (body) responsible for appointing forensic veterinary examination. It is the duty of the forensic veterinarian to conduct a comprehensive, thorough, and objective research on objects.

Let’s emphasize that the legal basis for selection of samples for forensic examination is the relevant legislation norm, as well
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as a procedural document, which can be a judgement of the investigating judge or court and also a ruling of the investigator or inquiring officer.

The document on forensic examination appointment specifies: a person who will receive samples; which specific samples and in what quantity are provided; when and to whom samples are transferred after their receipt.

For forensic veterinary examination, selection of samples from multiple pieces of physical evidence (including feeds and feed additives) is carried out in compliance with provisions of the Procedure for Sampling Animal, Plant, and Biotechnological Origin Products for Research Purposes 78 (hereinafter: the Procedure for Sampling Products), Procedure for Sampling and Transportation (Dispatch) of Samples to Authorized Laboratories for the Purposes of State Control 79 (hereinafter: the Procedure for Sampling and Transportation), as well as the Rules on Sampling Pathological Material, Blood, Feeds, Water, and their Dispatch for Laboratory Analysis 80 (hereinafter: the Rules on Sampling Pathological Material) with mandatory mention of the last name of the specialist who participated in the sampling of such samples.

Each research object and sample are placed in a clean inert container (which ensures proper protection against contamination and damage during transportation), registered with the date and place of their collection, sealed at the collection site, and labeled with explanatory inscriptions and identification code (corresponding to the identification code of the sampling act, allowing identification of the batch or portion of animal feeds or feed additives from which samples were taken) on the packaging (see Fig. 3–4); a sampling act should be drawn up and indicated in the scene inspection record. The procedure for sampling samples and items in a criminal proceeding is established in accordance with provisions on granting provisional access to items and documents (Arts. 160–166 of the Criminal Procedure Code 81).

Fig. 3. A packaged forensic veterinary examination object with an explanatory inscription written on paper (from the archives of the NSC «Hon. Prof. M. S. Bokarius FSI»)
Fig. 4. General view of evidence packaging to be sent to a forensic veterinarian: a) front side; b) back side (from the archives of the NSC «Hon. Prof. M. S. Bokarius FSI»)

In a criminal proceeding, obtaining samples for examination is regulated by Article 24582, and collection of samples from items and documents is governed by Arts. 160–166 of the Criminal Procedure Code83. In a civil proceeding, collection of materials for expert examination is regulated by Article 107 of the Civil Procedure Code84, in a commercial proceeding: by Art. 102 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine85, in an administrative proceeding: by Art. 102 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine86. When determining which specific materials are necessary for conducting forensic examination, the court takes into account opinions of the parties involved and may also consider the opinion of the appointed forensic expert. Necessary materials are provided to the expert, although copies of these materials may be retained in the case files.
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A forensic expert is not entitled to independently collect materials for conducting forensic examination (including forensic-veterinary), nor to selectively choose source data that are ambiguously reflected in materials provided to him/her (Pt. 4 of Art. 69 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine; Pt. 2 of Art. 107 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine, Art. 102 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine and Art. 105 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine; para. 4 of cl. 2.3 of Sec. II of Instructions No. 1). When deciding which materials to submit for forensic examination, the court (if necessary) also resolves the issue of obtaining relevant materials.

The forensic expert must ensure preservation of forensic examination object; if not, he/she should obtain an appropriate permission from a person (body) who appointed forensic examination or involved a forensic expert (cl. 3 of Part 5 of Art. 69 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine; Pts. 3 and 4 of Art. 108 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine, Art. 103 of the Commercial Procedure of Ukraine, Art. 106 the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine; para. 7 of cl. 2.2 of Sec. II of Instructions No. 1).

Let’s stress that obtaining permission to use destructive research methods prolongs terms of conducting forensic examination (including forensic veterinary examination). So, in order to save time, it is more expedient to immediately outline such permission in a procedural document (judgment or ruling) on forensic examination appointment.

Therefore, the appointing authority of forensic veterinary examination should adhere to the following basic rules when preparing objects and materials for analysis:

1) to collect samples of pathological material, blood, feeds, water, and dispatch them for laboratory analysis with involvement of a specialist in...
veterinary medicine in conformity with the Rules on Sampling 98;
2) to send significantly voluminous or massive research objects and objects for comparative analysis as samples to a forensic expert;
3) to dry and transport animal excrements and manure in closed containers weighing 100–120 grams;
4) to send the carrier item (such as a gauze swab, cotton, etc.) when examining micro-objects;
5) to cover areas on carrier objects with stains or traces of biological origin, use clean paper and secure the edges of an object (proceed similarly in case no traces are found, but their presence is possible) 99;
6) ensure inspection by a forensic expert of the research object at the location of the latter (if it is impossible to deliver the object). In this case, the subject of forensic veterinary examination appointment is obliged to transport a forensic expert to the place of object storage, to ensure free access to it and to create conditions necessary for conducting forensic examination.

If it is necessary to preserve the object at the crime scene, the authority responsible for the appointment of the forensic veterinary examination or the involvement of a forensic expert shall organize its protection and take measures to preserve an object. She/He indicates it in the scene inspection report or in a document on relevant examination appointment.

Furthermore, a subject responsible for forensic veterinary examination appointment or involvement of a forensic expert must promptly respond to the need for additional materials, collection, and documentation of new evidence.

In a criminal proceeding, samples are taken for forensic examination by an authorised person conducting a pre-trial investigation or at the request of an investigating judge who appointed forensic veterinary examination. During the trial stage of a case, taking of samples shall be carried out by the court or, at its request, by a specialist in veterinary medicine (Art. 245 the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 100), for instance, by an employee of a respective accredited laboratory (the SSUFSCP, SMSU, etc.), who possesses special knowledge and skills in sample collection (the forensic expert acquires legal status of a specialist after such involvement: see Art. 71 the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 101, Art. 74 the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 102, Art. 71 the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 103, Art. 70 the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 104).
In a civil, commercial, and administrative proceeding (if the court appoints forensic veterinary examination), all necessary materials are provided by the court. In the event that a party to the case initiates forensic examination, it is his/her obligation to provide relevant case materials to either the expert institution or a private forensic expert (Pt. 1 of Art. 107 the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine, Art. 102 the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine, and Art. 105 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine).

Only originals or properly certified copies of veterinary documents should be provided for examination purposes. These copies must be signed by a veterinarian who treated an animal and should be compiled in accordance with originals. The originals should exhaustively outline information about the nature, location, and clinical presentation of injuries, as well as other necessary information that is vital for forensic examination.

Let us note that fiscal receipts for payment for veterinary services indicating names and costs of veterinary drugs, as well as other similar materials, are not considered veterinary documents and therefore do not hold any significance for conducting forensic veterinary examination (at the same time serving as evidence of veterinary services provision). Veterinary documents include: an extract from the register of sick animals; an extract from the animal’s ambulatory medical record or from medical history (epicrisis) if the animal has received treatment or undergone clinical examination prior to forensic veterinary examination appointment; results of blood, urine, milk, and other biological fluid tests; protocols of ultrasonography, endoscopy, radiography, magnetic resonance imaging, and spiral computed tomography examinations, etc.

In order to establish, for example, animal mutilation, an authorized person (body) carrying out pre-trial investigation may provide the forensic expert with the animal’s photos (with a detailed description provided by the veterinarian who examined the animal immediately after infliction of the injury, attached to a criminal proceeding or a case on other types of legal proceedings). However, this is only done in exceptional cases where signs of mutilation are evident and it is not possible to bring the animal to the forensic expert.

In the case of appointing an additional examination or forensic veterinary re-examination at this stage, the forensic expert must be provided with conclusions of previous forensic examinations, including their appendices, as well as additional materials related to the subject of the forensic veterinary examination and collected after preliminary forensic examination.

Within the scope of our research, the position is important that conducting forensic veterinary examination will have much more effectiveness, validity and result in much lower risk of making an expert error compared to the research based on proceeding (case) materials.

Since obtaining samples and/or objects of research is an investigative action in a criminal procedure, execution of a rele-
vant ruling or judgment is obligatory. The record drawn up on the basis of the results of obtaining samples is signed by all participants of a specified procedure. In the case of a person's refusal to sign, the authorized person (body) must make a corresponding entry in the record. Received samples are attached to the record in a packaged and sealed form. In the procedural document, it is necessary to specify precise names, quantities, weight, and other distinctive individual features of each object being submitted for forensic veterinary examination (for example: To familiarize the forensic expert with materials from a criminal proceeding, provide one cardboard box containing the dog's body for forensic examination).

If case materials contain information regarding peculiarities of identification, seizure, and preservation of examination object, or other circumstances that could affect its properties and features, it should be indicated in a procedural document (for example: “After the death, the cat's corpse was kept frozen for five days” or “The animal's corpse was submitted for forensic examination after exhumation”).

In the lack of the ability to provide forensic veterinary examination object to a forensic expert, the forensic veterinary examination is performed on the basis of photographs or other copies of the object, its descriptions, and other materials attached to a case in compliance with the stipulated legal procedure, as long as it does not contradict the methodological approaches to conducting forensic veterinary examination (for example, if the animal's carcass was dissected in the SSUFSCP laboratory in case of suspicion that the animal's death resulted from a disease, including an infectious one, the carcass of such an animal is subjected to cremation, and the customer is issued a research protocol. This protocol is attached to a proceeding by the authorized person (conducting investigation) and may subsequently become forensic veterinary examination subject. It is stated in the procedural document on forensic veterinary examination appointment (involvement of a forensic expert) or is notified in writing to the forensic expert (cl. 3.5, Section III, Instructions No. 110).

After conducting forensic veterinary examination, the forensic expert attaches packed and sealed forensic examination objects to her/his conclusion, specifies them in an accompanying document, and returns them to the subject that appointed forensic examination (involved a forensic expert). For instance, in the Rules for Forensic Veterinary Examination of Animal Carcasses111 methodological guidelines developed by the author of this paper in collaboration, it is stipulated that the animal carcass or its remains after examination, as well as documentary materials of a proceeding, should be returned to a person who appointed forensic examination.

Therefore, S. F. Briukhan’s viewpoint that the guarantee of research completeness and a reasoned categorical conclusion of the forensic expert is first of all the provision of samples for forensic examination in a sufficient quality, of the required quality and of unquestioned origin, etc., is valid. Thus, investigators and judges must constantly improve their knowledge and skills regarding rules for preparing materials for forensic examination by receiving appropriate consultations and involving specialists112.
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If the court reverses the ruling on appointing forensic veterinary examination, the forensic expert is obliged to immediately return to the court materials and other documents used for conducting such examination. (Pt. 4 of Art. 107 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 113 and Art. 105 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 114, Pt. 5 of Art. 102 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 115).

There is no provision in procedural legislation that would require a private forensic expert or an expert institution to immediately return materials and other documents used for conducting forensic examination to the participant in a case (forensic examination customer who involved a forensic expert). In this connection, we suggest amending Art. 107 Collection of materials for expert examination of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 116 and Art. 105 Collection of materials for expert examination of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 117 with Pt. 5, Art. 102 Collection of materials for expert examination of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 118 with Pt. 6 of the following content:

“On the demand of the participant in a case (forensic examination customer who involved the forensic expert independently), an involved forensic expert is obliged to immediately return materials and other documents used by him/her for forensic examination.”

7. Selection of the subject for conducting forensic veterinary examination

The involvement of a forensic expert and conduct of forensic examination are investigative actions, specifically provided by legislation as a special form of obtaining new information that is significant for all types of court proceedings (criminal, civil, commercial, and administrative).

Among forensic science institutions under the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, only NSC «Hon. Prof. M. S. Bokarius FSI» conducts forensic veterinary examination: you can find information about the list of objects, tasks, and issues solved through this type of forensic examination in the laboratory of physical, chemical, biological, and veterinary examinations on the institution’s website.

Private forensic experts who are certified in the expert specialization 18.1 Forensic Veterinary Examination (as of today, there is only one such specialist in Ukraine) also have the right to conduct forensic veterinary examination, even if they do not work in a state specialized expert institution 119.
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It’s worth noting that selection of a state expert institution or a private forensic expert is the right of the subject appointing forensic examination. Thus, in civil (Pt. 3 of Art. 103 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 120), commercial (Pt. 3 of Art. 99 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 121), and administrative (Pt. 3 of Art. 102 the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 122) proceedings, during appointment of forensic examination by the court, a forensic expert or expert institution are chosen by mutual agreement. If no agreement is reached, the choice is up to the court.

The authorized person (body) sends a copy of a procedural document on forensic examination appointment (ruling or order) to the expert institution, in which the forensic expert is notified of the criminal liability for misleading (Art. 384 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine 123) a court or other authorized person (body), for refusal of a forensic expert to perform their duties (Art. 385 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine 124), and also gives permission to use destructive research methods 125. Veterinary medicine professionals who are not certified forensic experts but possess theoretical knowledge and practical skills in the field of forensic veterinary medicine (often veterinary discipline lecturers at higher education institutions or employees of research institutions) may also be involved in performing forensic examination as forensic experts. Such specialists acquire the status of a forensic expert, in particular of a forensic veterinary expert, only after the issuance of a procedural document by the subject responsible for forensic veterinary examination appointment (Part 1, Article 7 of the specialized Law 126).

8. Issuance of a procedural document on forensic veterinary examination appointment

In a criminal proceeding, forensic examination appointment is legally formalized by drafting a procedural document: a judgment by an investigative judge (court) or a ruling by a public prosecutor (investigator or inquiring officer), which are procedural decisions (Pt. 1 of Art. 110 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 127, Chp. 9 of Sec. II of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 128 and the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 129). In conformity with Pt. 3 of Art. 110 of the Criminal Proce-
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by the investigating judge of the local court within whose territorial jurisdiction the pre-trial investigation is conducted (Pt. 3 of Art. 244 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 134). A ruling of an investigating judge on assigning an expert examination shall include the questions posed before the expert by the person who has filed the respective motion. The investigating judge shall have the right to not include the questions posed by the person who has filed the respective motion into his ruling, having provided reasons for such decision, where the answers to such questions are not related to the criminal proceedings or are irrelevant for the court proceedings. (Pt. 7 of Art. 244 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 135). Where necessary, the investigating judge shall have the right on obtaining samples for examination (Pt. 8 Art. 244 the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 136).

In civil, commercial, and administrative proceedings, an examination is appointed by the court upon the motion of a party or at its own initiative (Art. 103 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 137, Art. 99 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 138, Art. 102 of the Code of
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Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 139). The court issues a judgment (Art. 104 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 140, Art. 100 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 141, Art. 103 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 142) and sends it to the forensic expert to conduct forensic examination, as well as to participants in a case.

Thus, the grounds for appointing forensic examination by the court in types of proceedings other than criminal proceedings (Art. 103 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 143, Art. 99 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 144, Art. 102 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 145), are as follows: the need to apply specific expertise to clarify factual data and circumstances; neither party has provided an expert conclusion on these issues; there are reasonable doubts about the accuracy of expert conclusions provided by the parties; a motion by a party in a case where valid reasons are provided for the impossibility of providing an expert conclusion within the terms prescribed for submitting evidence (particularly due to the impossibility to obtain required materials for conducting the examination).

The mandatory appointment of forensic examination is governed by Art. 105 the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine, in particular:

“The appointment of an expert examination by a court shall be obligatory in the case of a petition for the appointment of an expert examination by both parties. The appointment of an examination by a court shall be also mandatory at the request of at least one of the parties, if the case requires the establishment of the following:

1) the nature and degree of damage to health” 146.

However, the indicated norms relate solely to human beings: there are no grounds for appointing forensic veterinary examination in the current Civil Procedure Code. Analysis of our own expert practice from 2010 to 2022 demonstrates that it is impossible to find out the truth regarding offenses against the life and health of animals (especially in cases of cruelty towards them) without using such a means of proof as forensic veterinary examination or specific veterinary expertise in conjunction with specific expertise from another scientific field, i.e., through the conduct of forensic veterinary examination or multidisciplinary examination. In this respect, we suggest amending Pt. 1 of Article 105 of the Civil Procedure Code 147 Mandatory court appointment of
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expert examination with clause 4 of the following content:

"4) the cause of death, nature, and degree of severity of harm inflicted on an animal’s health”.

It should be emphasized that during the pre-trial investigation stage in a criminal proceeding, rulings and judgments are among the types of court decisions. The structure of a ruling issued by an investigator, inquiring officer, or public prosecutor on forensic examination appointment is stipulated in Pt. 5 of Art. 110 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 148 shall consist of three parts (introductory, motivating and resolutive). The ruling of an investigator, inquiring officer or prosecutor shall be issued on an official letterhead, signed by the official who has taken the appropriate procedural decision (Pt. 6 of Art. 110 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 149).

We thoroughly examined components of a ruling on forensic examination appointment (in particular, forensic veterinary) in 2022 150. One of the relevant issues of compiling a procedural document on forensic examination appointment is formation of an expert task (list of questions) that should be resolved by the forensic expert.

The content of the court ruling (in particular, on forensic veterinary examination appointment) is governed by Art. 372 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 151, Art. 260 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 152, Pt. 1 of Art. 234 the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 153, Pt. 1 of Art. 248 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 154. Let’s emphasize that improperly or inaccurately worded questions indicate a lack of understanding by the investigation of the purpose of appointing forensic examination as well as complicate research or make it impossible.

The forensic expert is prohibited from independently correcting questions addressed to her/him for resolution, at the same time he/she is given the right to submit a request for clarification of these questions (para. 4 of cl. 2.1 of Instructions No. 1 155). This suspends forensic examination conduct (until resolution of the submitted motion by the subject requesting its appointment), thus delaying the conduct of the forensic examination and, as a result, prolonging the pre-trial investigation.

Therefore, as rightly stated by S. O. Ivanytskyi 156, for a thorough, comprehensive, and objective investigation aimed at resolving questions posed to a forensic expert, they must be clearly formulated (in accordance with submitted objects) and their content should be understandable. For forensic veterinary examination, an approximate list of such questions is provided

---
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in cl. 10.3 of the Sec. X of the specialized SMGs. The author of this research paper has developed, systematised, substantiated and proposed for use in practice a list of questions that can be asked in a procedural document for the appointment of forensic veterinary examination of a dead animal, a live animal, a dead animal suspected of being poisoned, feeds or feed additives.

Our developments on peculiarities of appointing forensic veterinary examinations and organizing proof of these facts in criminal proceedings has been summarized in methodological guidelines for the units of the National Police of Ukraine.

9. Sending a procedural document on appointment of forensic veterinary examination, research objects and samples to the conducting subject

At this stage of conducting forensic examination, the main task of the appointing subject is to prepare objects for their transportation to the expert institution or private forensic expert.

Proceeding (case) files are submitted along with objects of research and a procedural document on forensic examination appointment (judgment of the investigating judge or court, or ruling of the prosecutor, investigator, or inquiring officer), as well as with a covering letter addressed to the head of the expert institution or to the private expert.

Let’s stress the fact that in criminal proceedings or other areas of court proceedings, additional expert conclusions with annexes are added to case materials if an additional examination or re-examination is ordered. Additionally, other supplementary materials related to forensic examination subject, collected after provision of the preliminary expert conclusion by the forensic expert, are included (with indication of motives and grounds for its appointment; para. 3.6 of Instructions No. 1).

E. B. Simakova-Yefremian notes that the number of multidisciplinary forensic examinations has increased recently. From our part, we have to acknowledge that their conduct increasingly requires application of specific veterinary expertise. For example, veterinary-biological, veterinary-trace evidence, veterinary-ballistic, veterinary-molecular-genetic, veterinary-art-historical, veterinary-medical, etc. (multi-discipline examinations have more capabilities compared to single-discipline forensic examinations).

Let us remind that a document on forensic examination appointment or involvement of forensic expert to conduct a multidisciplinary examination shall include the name of the forensic science institution(s), URL: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0705-98#Text (date accessed: 02.03.2023).
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specifying forensic experts entrusted with conducting such examination. In the case of participation of forensic experts who do not work in state specialized expert institutions, their full names, education, specialization, occupational affiliation, place of registration, and other details are also provided (para. 1 of cl. 3.7 of Instructions No. 1 163).

“If forensic examination is entrusted to experts from multiple expert institutions, a document on forensic examination appointment specifies which institution is the leading one that is, which of them organizes forensic examination, in particular coordination of forensic experts’ work and communication with the body (person) that appointed forensic examination (involved an expert).

If multidisciplinary forensic examination is entrusted to employees of the expert institution and a person who is not an employee of such an institution, the priority is given to the expert institution (paras. 1 and 2 of cl. 3.7 Instructions No. 1 164).

In case of conducting a multidisciplinary forensic examination, the document on its appointment (involvement of a forensic expert) is sent to each institution which employees participate in forensic examination, as well as to the forensic expert who is not employed in a state specialized expert institution. Objects of research and criminal proceeding materials in other types of court proceedings are directed to a leading expert institution (paras. 3 and 4 of cl. 3.7 of Instructions No. 1 165).

Objects and materials to be examined are sent to a person entrusted with performing forensic examination (a leading forensic expert or expert institution); Pt. 3 of Art. 104 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 166, Pt. 3 of Art. 100 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 167 and Pt. 3 of Art. 103 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 168 in sealed packaging ensuring their preservation and preventing unauthorized tampering without violating the integrity of the packaging. Physical evidence and comparative samples are packaged separately.

In forensic veterinary examinations, there are sometimes bulky research objects (for example: elephants, giraffe, moose, horse, cattle, etc.) that are difficult to transport. In such cases, a forensic veterinarian travels to the scene or conducts forensic examination of the object at its location. Under these circumstances, the authorized person (body) who appointed forensic veterinary examination must ensure the expert’s arrival at the scene, unimpeded access to research object, as well as suitable working conditions (cl. 3.9 of Instructions No. 1 169).

“Bulky items and other objects that are not eligible for postal delivery <...> are received personally at the expert institution or by a representative authorized by the body (person) who appointed forensic examination (involved a forensic expert), upon presentation of identification document” (para. 2 of cl. 4.20 of Instructions No. 1 170).
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10. Determining feasibility of the presence of participants in process during forensic veterinary examination

The appointing authority of forensic veterinary examination has the right to be present during the conduct of expert researches related to items and objects of research (cl. 3 of Pt. 3 of Art. 69 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine 171, cl. 4 of Pt. 6 of Art. 72 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine 172, cl. 4 of Pt. 6 of Art. 69 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine 173, cl. 4 of Pt. 6 of Art. 68 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine 174, cl. 3 of Pt. 1 of Art. 13 of the specialized Law 175, para. 5 of cl. 2.1 of Sec. II of Instructions No. 1 176 and subcl. 3 of cl. 1 of Sec. II of Instructions No. 2 177).

During individual forensic examinations, in case of adoption of the corresponding decision by the authorized person (body), a participant in the process or his/her representative who is informed of the time and place of forensic examination may also be present. The absence of the notified person does not prelude forensic examination conduct. Persons present during forensic examination are mentioned in the expert conclusion.

From our perspective, the following individuals may be present during forensic veterinary examination:

• the prosecutor, investigator, inquiring officer;
• the accused, suspect (with the permission of the subject appointing forensic examination);
• veterinarians who treated an animal under examination (with the permission of the subject appointing forensic examination);

We consider personal presence of the subjects appointing forensic veterinary examination (involving a forensic expert) necessary in the following cases:

• obtaining up-to-date information from a forensic expert on research object (for example, the nature of bodily injuries and instruments of injury based on morphological features of injuries on the body). Such information can be immediately used for carrying out crime detection and investigation;
• direct perception by the subject appointing forensic examination (involving a forensic expert) of properties of an object (for example, during the dissection of an animal carcass, one can observe the nature and morphological features of bodily injuries, their localization, etc.);
• clarification of questions addressed to the forensic expert for resolution; presenting additional questions if new data are discovered while research;
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timely provision of additional materials to a forensic expert for conducting forensic examination.

The presence of the accused or the suspect during forensic veterinary examination is expedient when addressing issues related to her/his professional or official activities (most frequently, these are cases of inadequate provision of veterinary care or organization of veterinary sanitary measures: for example, mass animal mortality due to the spread of an acute infectious disease, clarification of technological processes in production of animal feeds and feed additives, etc.).

The individuals present should not interfere in the course of research but may provide explanations to a forensic expert regarding forensic examination subject. If a participant in the process obstructs the forensic expert’s activities, the latter has the right to suspend research. The forensic expert (or the expert committee) prepares a conclusion in the absence of participants in the process.

11. Interaction between subjects involved in appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination

Interaction between subjects involved in conduct and appointment of forensic veterinary examination is a professional communication between the investigator, public prosecutor, court, head of the expert institution, and the forensic expert. Let's stress that activity of a forensic veterinarian (as well as a forensic expert in other expert specializations), although independent of the other subjects involved in conduct and appointment of forensic examination, is inseparably linked to the subjects appointing the examination exclusively within the framework of the law.

Based on the analysis of expert practice, we would like to express our own opinion on the praxeological aspects of the interaction between the subjects appointing and conducting forensic veterinary examinations for a successful investigation of offences since they involve coordination of positions concerning:

- forensic examination purpose, which is to obtain factual data;
- forensic examination capabilities;
- quantity and quality of objects submitted for forensic examination;
- identification of new objects and physical evidence by a forensic expert;
- obtaining permission for destruction of objects;
- forensic examination subject, specifically questions (tasks) that need to be resolved in the course of forensic examination;
- peculiarities of selecting samples for research;
- place of performing forensic examination (forensic science institution, at the workplace of a private expert, or at the location of objects);
- time of forensic examination;
- clarification of results received while forensic examination;
- other circumstances arising during investigative actions, preparation and conduct of forensic examination (including in the presence of a public prosecutor, investigator, inquiring officer, or a client ordering forensic examination), evaluation and verification of the expert conclusion.

Let's point out that procedural interaction between the investigator and the forensic veterinarian can be direct or indirect, meaning it can be realized through the head of the forensic science institution. In relationships prescribed by legislative norms, the authorized person (body) conducting the pre-trial investigation, the forensic expert, and the head of the forensic institution are the subjects of interaction and have subjective rights and legal obligations. As
stated by A. O. Polianskyi\textsuperscript{178}, competence of subjects involved in the appointment and conduct of forensic examinations (including forensic veterinary examinations) is exercised exclusively within the framework of relevant legal relationships, in order to achieve a common goal: conducting an unbiased research on relevant materials as well as clarifying factual data and circumstances of a committed offense.

Anyone involved in procedural relations can initiate such interaction. For example, the authorized person (body) appointing the forensic veterinary examination initiates its conduct, and the forensic expert is obligated to accept the ruling on its appointment and proceed with forensic examination (para. 3 of cl. 2.2 of Sec. II of Instructions No. 1\textsuperscript{179}). At the same time, a forensic expert has the right to request additional materials and refuse to perform forensic examination if they are not provided (Pt. 7 of Art. 69 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine\textsuperscript{180}, Pt. 6 of Art. 104 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine\textsuperscript{181}, Pt. 6 of Art. 100 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine, Pt. 6 of Art. 103 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine, para. 3 of cl. 2.1 of Instructions No. 1\textsuperscript{182}). The subject appointing forensic veterinary examination must grant the forensic expert’s motion, and in case of refusal, provide justification for it.

During preparation for any investigative action involving a forensic expert in the field of forensic veterinary medicine, the authorized person (body) conducting the pre-trial investigation and the expert jointly plan the course of forensic examination. Such interaction (before, during, and after forensic examination) involves close communicative communication between the investigator and the forensic expert, involving exchange of information within the law.

Procedural interaction between the subject appointing forensic veterinary examination and the expert involves advising the subject appointing forensic veterinary examination by a forensic veterinarian prior to its appointment and during its conduct. It also includes the forensic expert’s appeal to the client ordering forensic examination for clarification of the research task after receiving the procedural document appointing it, as well as the explanation of the expert conclusion upon its completion, etc.

Procedural interaction between the head of the forensic science institution and the forensic expert is manifested in entrusting forensic veterinary examination to the latter. The head of the specialized forensic institution may initiate involvement of other forensic experts in conducting forensic veterinary panel examination or multidisciplinary forensic examination (such as veterinary-biological, veterinary-molecular-genetic, veterinary-trace evidence, etc.). Non-procedural relations between
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the head and the forensic expert lie within their official duties.

Interaction of forensic experts involved in conducting panel or multidisciplinary forensic examinations is based on equality and independence among panel members and has an informal interpersonal nature. Collaborative efforts of all parties involved should be directed towards assisting each other for full fulfilment of their professional duties.

As stated by A.O. Polyanskyi, it is relevant to single out two groups of interaction principles between forensic science institutions and law enforcement agencies, general legal (humanism and legality) and specific (organizational independence, competence, mutual interest, etc.) 183.

Within our research, the following principles of interaction between the subjects appointing and conducting forensic veterinary examination are important:

- adherence to legality by the interacting subjects in the performance of functions assigned to them;
- organizational role of the authorized person (body) conducting pre-trial investigation in appointment of forensic examination and seizure of research objects;
- delineation of competencies of interacting subjects. Each of them acts within the scope of rights and powers granted to him/her, which presupposes the forensic expert’s independence in choosing research methods and her/his independence during forensic examination and expert conclusion compilation;
- alignment of actions between the subject appointing forensic examination (involving a forensic expert) and the forensic expert (expert panel members);
- it is necessary for a forensic expert to be fully familiarised with the circumstances of an event and a specific investigative situation within the subject of expert research. This is essential for a forensic expert’s orientation in determining research tasks, identifying objects and their informational fields, creating flow-charts, and evaluating forensic examination results;
- it is necessary for the authorised person (body) to be fully acquainted with conducting pre-trial investigation, with possibilities of scientific and technical research of specific objects, efficiency of alternative expert methodologies, taking into account the perspective of investigative situation development.

It should be stressed that if forensic veterinary examination is carried out in a specialized expert institution, then the institution head (head of the structural unit) organizing the research and taking into account questions posed to a forensic expert independently appoints forensic experts who must be involved in its conduct (provided that the initiator did not name a specific forensic expert [experts]). For example, a forensic veterinarian or a panel of forensic veterinarians (as holders of specific veterinary expertise) are involved in forensic veterinary examination. On the other hand, forensic veterinarians (as holders of specific veterinary expertise) and a forensic biologist (as a holder of specific biological expertise) are involved in conducting a multidisciplinary forensic veterinary-biological examination, etc.

II step. Performing research by a forensic expert using specific veterinary expertise

The second step in organizing forensic veterinary examination is performing research by a forensic expert using specific veterinary expertise. During this step, a forensic veterinarian:

- familiarizes himself/herself with a procedural document on forensic examination appointment, as well as with other materials of a criminal proceeding (case materials in other types of court proceedings) related to research subject;
- if necessary, directs his/her motion to the appointing subject (who has involved a forensic expert) for provision of additional materials needed for drawing up the expert conclusion or for conducting an investigative action with his/her participation;
- conducts a scientifically substantiated research on objects according to the following stages: preparatory (preliminary examination), analytical (separate examination), comparative, synthesis (evaluative)\(^1\);
- draws up the expert conclusion based on results of conducted forensic examination\(^2\).

---

III step. Examination, evaluation, and verification of the expert conclusion by the authorized person (body) who appointed forensic veterinary examination or involved a forensic expert

During the third and final step, the authorized person (body) who appointed forensic examination in a criminal proceeding or involved a forensic expert in other types of court proceedings evaluates and verifies the expert conclusion by obtaining clarifications from the forensic veterinarian or through his/her interrogation in court; orders an additional forensic examination or forensic veterinary re-examination (if necessary); acquaints the defense with the expert conclusion if the forensic veterinarian was involved by the prosecution.

The expert conclusion is recognized as a source of evidence on which basis the court determines the existence (lack) of factual data or circumstances substantiating claims and objections of parties involved in a case, as well as other circumstances relevant to case resolution (Art. 84 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine\(^3\), Art. 76 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine\(^4\), Art. 73 of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine\(^5\), Art. 72 of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine\(^6\)).

---
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Thus, singling out epistemological characteristic of stages of appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination has enabled to reveal their procedural significance during pre-trial investigation and court investigation of animal-related offenses, as well as to outline ways to improve it through interaction of subjects of forensic expert activity at each stage of appointment, conduct, and evaluation of forensic veterinary examination.

Conclusions

Forensic veterinary examination is appointed and conducted in three steps: 1) preparation of materials and appointment of forensic veterinary examination (involvement of a forensic expert) by an authorized person (body); 2) conducting research by a forensic expert using specific veterinary expertise; 3) examination, evaluation, and verification of the forensic expert's conclusion by the authorized person (body) who appointed or involved the forensic expert for forensic veterinary examination.

Preparation of materials and appointment of forensic veterinary examination comprises the following steps: 1) the authorized subject's decision to appoint forensic veterinary examination; 2) singling out a specific subject of forensic veterinary examination; 3) determination of the category of forensic veterinary examination based on procedural features; 4) determination of the order of forensic veterinary examination appointment in conjunction with other forensic examinations; 5) choosing time for conducting forensic veterinary examination; 6) source information preparation, obtaining objects and samples for performing forensic veterinary examination; 7) selecting a subject for forensic veterinary examination conduct; 8) issuing a procedural document on forensic veterinary examination appointment; 9) sending a procedural document on forensic veterinary examination appointment, objects of research, and samples to the subject responsible for its conduct; 10) determining feasibility of participants' presence during forensic veterinary examination; 11) interaction between subjects involved in appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination.

The main principles of interaction between subjects involved in appointment and conduct of forensic veterinary examination at each stage are as follows: 1) compliance with legality by the interacting subjects while fulfilling their assigned functions. 2) the organizational role of the authorized person or body conducting pre-trial investigation in appointment of forensic examination and seizure of research objects; 3) delineation of competencies among the interacting subjects. Each of them acts within the scope of rights and powers granted to her/him, which involves independence of a forensic expert in choosing research methodologies and his/her autonomy during forensic examination and formulation of the expert conclusion; 4) alignment of actions between the appointing subject (involved in appointment of a forensic expert) and the forensic expert (members of the expert panel); 5) comprehensive familiarization of a forensic expert with event circumstances and a specific investigative situation within the scope of expert research subject. This is necessary for the forensic expert’s orientation in determining research tasks, identifying objects, their informational fields, creating flow charts, and evaluating forensic examination results; 6) comprehensive familiarization of the authorized person (body) conducting pre-trial investigation with possibilities of
scientific and technical research on specific objects, with efficiency of alternative expert methodologies, taking into account the perspective of the investigative situation development.

Summarizing the above, we propose the following.

1. In order to save time, it is recommended that permission for the use of destructive examination methods be explicitly stated in a procedural document (judgement or ruling) on forensic veterinary examination appointment.

2. To amend Part 2 of Article 242 Grounds for expert examination of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine with clauses 7 and 8 of the following content:

   “7) establishing the cause of an animal’s death;

   8) ascertaining the severity of harm and the nature of physical injuries inflicted on the animal’s health.”

3. To amend Article 107 Collection of materials for expert examination of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine and Article 105 Collection of materials for expert examination of the Code of Administrative Proceedings of Ukraine with the fifth part, and Article 102 Collection of materials for expert examination of the Code of Commercial Procedure of Ukraine with the sixth part of the following content:

   “At the request of a party in a case (forensic examination customer), who independently involved a forensic expert, the appointed forensic expert is obliged to promptly return materials and other documents used by him/her for conducting forensic examination”.

4. To amend Part 1 of Article 105 Mandatory court appointment of expert examination of the Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine with clause 4 of the following content:

   “4) the cause of death, nature, and degree of severity of harm inflicted on an animal’s health.”
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